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PACKING RULES RECOMMENDATIONS

BASIC STUFF EXTRA STUFF

How you pack gear depends on the sort of hiking, which items you‘re likely to need during the day, and the type of pack you have.

Keep a neat well-organized pack where you have a good idea where everything is.

Pack needs to be well balanced so that it doesn't pull to one side.

Organize your hiking clothes and gear into logical groups and separate them into stuff sacks.

Avoid a 'pack explosion' when you start to unpack by grouping items that you will need with other items.

Remember that you enter into a world in which planning and preparation, self-reliance, and good choices are crucial.

Get the weather forecast and don't overestimate your capabilities.

The way weight feels is subjective depending on the terrain, weather conditions, physical condition, and hiking experience.

Be conservative in planning your hike and packing for your hiking adventure, however, don't overpack.

Pack low-bulk items high and near to your back to keep the load close to your center of gravity.

Put your sleeping bag on the bottom to reduce the impact on your shoulders and hips; it will provide a cushion for your gear.

Keep items you’ll use often during the day accessible (in hipbelt pockets or side pockets) without having to take off your pack.

Camera

Trekking poles - for those who need added stability on steeper trails. Use trekking poles to take stress off your muscles, joints, 

and ligaments.

Gaiters can be of good use depending on the terrain and weather conditions.

Keep spare clothes near the top of your pack to have an easy access without having to unpack other gear.

Food (lunch plus snacks) - choose whatever lunch you'd like to eat. Additionally, get some snacks high in carbohydrates, fat, and 

sugar like snickers, granola bars, chocolate, almonds or other types of nuts. A healthy breakfast and regular eating throughout 

your hike will defend you against exhaustion. When packing food, make sure it isn’t going to leak or spill.

Mobile phone in a shock and waterproof case to keep it safe and secure even when crossing a river or walking up steep terrain.

Good amount of water - 2 to 3 liters, in summer even more especially when hiking in arid regions.

Backpack rain cover and/or dry bag - you need to keep your gear dry and functioning if the weather turns wet.

Raincoat/umbrella/loose-fitting poncho depending on the weather forecast and the hiking location.

First aid kit in an outer container made of durable nylon. Essentials: analgesics/antibiotics/anaphylaxis (Ibuprofen, 

Acetaminophen or Aspirin, Sting relief pad etc.), bandages, antiseptic towelettes, blister care pads, 2"x2" and 3"x3" gauze 

sponges, safety whistle, water-purifying tablets, extra shoelaces, fire starter, duct tape, multi-purpose tool.

Toilet paper, hand sanitizer, and handkerchiefs for good personal hygiene.

Sun hat, sunglasses, sunscreen with UPF are very important because you may get scorched if you underestimate the sun.

Warm hat and gloves to conserve body heat if it's cold. Otherwise, you lose heat through exposed skin.

Flashlight or headlamp in case it becomes dark outside and you're still on the trail.

Map and compass to orient yourself, especially if the place is totally unfamiliar to you.
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Insect repellent

Signal mirror

Personal Locator Beacon  (PLB) provides a powerful safety net for wilderness travelers in areas of poor phone coverage.

PACKING FOR A DAY HIKE: CHEAT SHEET

Bear spray for self-defense.

Avoid excess weight in order to travel as light as possible.

You will need good and appropriate footwear; don’t forget to get properly sized wool socks.

Get a reliable backpack: durable, light, water-repellent, with multiple compartments, and with a padded back with air mesh.

Make up a small first aid kit.

Don’t forget common life stuff you use.

Don’t buy gear just because it's popular or pricey; your purchasing decision should depend on whether you need something or not.

Don’t forget to let someone know where you are going and your route.

The simplest, lightest designs - not the most expensive - are often best.


